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Mary: 
Oh, do I have a treat for you. I have, with me, one of the premier speakers, trainers, 
transformers in the entire world, a man I’ve known respected and loved for many 
decades.

Let me give you his official bio. As one of the world’s most renowned motivational 
speakers, Les Brown is a dynamic personality, and a highly-sought-after resource in 
business and professional circles. He speaks for fortune 500 CEOs, small business owners, 
non-profit community leaders, all sectors of society looking to expand opportunity. For 
three decades plus, he has not only studied the science of achievement, he’s mastered 
it. He’s interviewed hundreds of successful business leaders and collaborated with them 
in the boardroom, translating theory into bottom-line results for his clients. As a premier 
keynote speaker and leading authority of achievement for audiences as large as 80,000 
people, Les Brown energizes people to meet the challenges of the world around them. 
He skillfully weaves his compelling life story into the fabric of our daily lives. The thread 
is forever strengthened why you can’t afford to be complacent, and to aim high, achieve, 
and actively make an impact on this world. His straight-from-the-heart passion and high 
energy motivates audiences to step beyond their limitations and into their greatness in 
many ways.

And over the past decade, Les has expanded his role from keynote speaker to master 
trainer, creating the kind of workshop learning experiences that got him committed 
to personal and professional development many years ago. His charisma, warmth, and 
humor have transformed ordinary people into extraordinary achievers, and he uses his 
own life and his in-depth study of others’ challenges to build an understanding of



what works, what doesn’t, why, and how to fix that.

So I am thrilled, thrilled, thrilled to bring to you, today the amazing Les Brown. Hi, Les 
Brown.

Les:
Hello. How are you, Mary? It’s always a treat when great people meet. I love you, and it’s 
so great to see you. You are breathtakingly beautiful.

Mary:
Well, thank you. Thank you. It takes one to know one. There you go.

Les:
Alright. It’s so good to be here with you today.

Mary:
Thank you. So, our viewers are here today because, of course, they’re interested in a life 
that’s improving. They’re interested in a life where their dreams come true, a life where 
they don’t just have dreams, but those dreams actually got built into their real-world 
results, the kind you take to the bank, the kind you crawl into bed with, the kind you see 
in your health report.

And, Les, there’s nobody I know who knows more than you know about this. So would 
you be willing to start with... You know, you weren’t always on stages with 80,000 
people, and the Les Brown that we know you to be. You had it in you, but you had a 
rough start. So would you share with our viewers how the early days were?

Les:
Yeah. Well, first of all, it’s such a pleasure and an honor to be able to speak with you, and 
I encourage anybody who... If they have a dream, something they want to do with their 
lives... Because, I think, the kind of program that you have, which helps people like myself 
begin to have an experience that will give us a larger vision of ourselves.

I was born in an abandoned building on a floor in a poor section of Miami, Florida, called 
Liberty City, with a twin brother. And when we were six weeks of age, we were adopted. 
I’m on this interview because of two women. One gave me life. The other one gave me 
love. God took me out of my biological mother’s womb and placed me in the heart of 
my adopted mother. And when I was coming up, my mother, she only had a third grade
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education. I was among the seven children that she had adopted. And she worked for 
wealthy families on Miami Beach, and she cooked for them. And we at the food left over 
from the families that she cooked for. She kept their children. And we wore the hand-me-
down clothes of the children that she kept.

I was a challenging child. I remember when I was in the fifth grade, I was labeled 
educable mentally retarded and put back from the fifth grade to the fourth grade. 
I failed again when I was in the eighth grade. I have no college training.

But I had a high school teacher, who did an intervention in my life, so to speak. I was in 
his class waiting on someone named MacArthur Stephens, and he said, “Young man, go 
to the board and work this problem out for me.”

I said, “Sir, I can’t do that.”

And he said, “Why not?”

I said, “I’m not one of your students.”

He said, “Go to the board and do what I’m telling you to do now.”

And the other students started laughing, saying, “He’s Leslie. He’s got a twin brother, 
Wesley. Wesley’s smart. He’s DT.”

He said, “What’s DT?”

“He’s the dumb twin.”

I said, “I am, sir.”

And he came from behind his desk, Mary, and he looked at me. He said, “Don’t ever say 
that again. Someone’s opinion of you does not have to become your reality.”

And that was a turning point in my life. He really put me on a path of exploring words 
that begin to empower you, rather than words that destroy you. Because my mother 
said, “Sticks and stones can break your bones, but words can never hurt you.” Well, that’s 
not true; words can hurt and hurt very deeply.

Mary:
Mm-hmm (affirmative). It sure could. So, how did you move from there? What happened, 
Les, that...
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Les:
Well, this gentleman, he was a reader, and he loved Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. 
He listened to recordings by Earle Nightingale, The Strangest Secret in the World. 
And he started pouring into me. Plus, I worked and shined his shoes for Mr. Sadurski. 
I worked for Mr. Sadurski. I went to work with my mother. And, when I was shining his 
shoes, he would listen to people like Zig Ziglar, “If you give enough people what they 
want, they’ll give you what you want.”

Jim Rohn, “When the end comes for you, let it find you conquering a new mountain, not 
sliding down an old one.”

Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, “You. You have something special. Don’t allow your negative 
thoughts to hold you back,” who wrote the book, The Power of Positive Thinking.

And so, those words began to shape my vision of myself as I grew up. And it began 
to mold my way of how I view life. And I decided that I wanted to become involved in 
speaking to people to help them to see themselves differently, which will change how 
they see life, and their circumstances, and the situation that they find themselves in.

I decided to become involved in speaking, and I went from Miami, Florida, Liberty City.     
I caught a Greyhound bus going from city to city, volunteering to speak for organizations 
and churches and ended up in Detroit, Michigan. And that’s where I met our mentor, 
Jack Boland.

I was sleeping in a car, and a lady nudged me and she said, “Wake up. You see that 
church over there? That’s where Robert Schuller and Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, they 
speak there.” I said, “Would you take me there?”

And she said, “Yes.” And so she got off the expressway and she took me in, and Jack was 
talking to a friend of mine that had already gone there, and was talking to Jack about 
me. And I didn’t even know it, Dr. Ditraglia, the psychiatrist out of Toledo, Ohio.

He said, “Hey. This is this guy Les Brown I was telling you about.”

So Jack said, “Can you speak?”

I said, “Yes, sir.”

He looked at his secretary, named Peggy at that time. He said, “I want you to schedule 
him for four speaking engagements.”
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So, I felt I only had two good speeches in me, so I said, “I’m booked for two of those.          
I can only take two.” So he booked me for two engagements. And all together, I probably 
spoke there, after that, 55 different times. He became my mentor. I learned so much from 
him. I had cassette tapes, and I had a rubber band around them. And he bought me my 
first case for my cassette tapes. I was going from city to city with these cassette tapes 
with a rubber band, giving my speech, “You Have the Power to Live Your Dream.”

Mary:
How about that? So, yes, you and I were blessed to have the same mentor. Three of us. 
He taught tens of thousands of people, hundreds of thousands, probably with his TV 
ministry, millions. But he mentored three people. He mentored Les Brown, and Wayne 
Dyer, and Mary Morrissey. And we...

Les:
Yes.

Mary:
...form a very blessed, I think, triune in that.

Les:
Without any question. He was an incredible man, without any question. He really had a 
tremendous impact on my life and on my speaking.

Mary:
So, Les, what would you say to somebody who’s watching this, and they know-they don’t 
really have a specific dream or goal. They just know there’s a strong sense that there 
should be something more for them. There’s more. What’s the best way to get in touch 
with big dreams?

Les:
That’s a very good question. I’m in a very special place right now. This is the 21st year 
that I have defeated cancer. My PSA, which stands for prostate-specific antigen, was 
2,400; one to four is normal. And now, it’s zero. And so, when I look at my life, defeating 
prostate cancer for 21 years, and look at the fact that I’m 72... I used to think people in 
their forties were old. Now that I’m 72, I look like I was a waiter in the Lord’s Supper. 

I said, “Where did time go?” But what you really have to do is experiment. 
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And, at this stage of my life, I’m asking questions. I’m in this place where the Russian 
author, Leo Tolstoy, was when he said, “As I face, inevitable death, what are the meaning 
and purpose of my life that will not be undone when I’m gone?”

I think all of us should think along those lines. We should become like Horace Mann, 
who said, “We should be ashamed to die until we’ve made some major contribution to 
human kind.” So I believe that we came here on purpose, with a purpose, to live out that 
purpose. And, in order to get in touch with it, you have to experiment.

Some people know, right off the bat, what they’re supposed to do. When I think of the 
singer, Nina Simone, she climbed up on a piano at age five, and just playing by ear.   
There are some people that - they know, off the bat, what they’re supposed to do.

I did a variety of things. I was a photographer. I was a disk jockey. I was a community 
activist. I was a state legislator. And I was in pursuit of finding, “What is that I’m supposed 
to do?” And most people become so consumed in survival and just making it, working 
on a job. But I believe we weren’t born to work for a living, but to live our making; and 
living our making will make our living.

I think that the program that you have helps people to get in touch with that purpose, 
the meaning and purpose of their life, that DreamBuilder® Program, because it allows 
you to be in a community of other individuals with a purpose and meaning, and a dream 
they’re working on.

And so, in my particular case, in an environment where people didn’t have dreams, 
they’re just trying to figure out, “How can we pay the light bill?” or “Who ate the last 
piece of chicken?” You know, and now in President Donald Trump’s home, somebody 
was arguing about, “Who took the limousine?” You know.

But I had this dream because of the fact that my mother, she worked so hard to raise us, 
and seven children she didn’t give birth to, so my first dream was to buy her a home. I 
was determined to do that. And I did. I bought her four different homes and took care of 
her until she passed at age 89.

So I think it’s very important that people, if you say, “Well, I don’t know what my dream 
is.” Well, you don’t have to know, but you really do know. It’s in you. Experiment and find 
out what resonates with you.

I’m looking at the floods that are taking place in Houston, TX, and I said, “I’m not 
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just going to be a spectator and watch the horror that people are going through on 
television. There must be something I can do.” So, I’m going to work with other people 
who are engaged in providing funds and raising methods and techniques how people 
can be rescued, but also in the rebuilding of the city after this storm has passed.

So, to me, I think that all of us have a responsibility to become “engaged” in life. And as 
you become engaged and experiment, if you don’t know right away what it is you’re 
supposed to do. Ask yourself the question, “What would I do if I had my choice... and can 
do something that will be of service to people, could make a difference in people’s lives, 
and I wouldn’t mind doing that seven days a week, even if I didn’t get paid for it.”

They say, “A career is something you love so much you’d do it for nothing, but you do it 
so well that people will pay you to do it.”

So I experimented with things to find out what resonates with me, and I’ve had people 
do that, and they finally found something that had their name on it.

Mary:
You bet. That’s great. To give ourselves the freedom to go ahead and experiment.

Okay. So what would we say then? What would you say, then, to the person who “is” 
successful, but they’re afraid that if they dream bigger, they’re going to lose the success 
that they already have?

Les:
Well, first of all, none of us can get out of life alive. And, when Howard Hughes died, 
somebody asked the question, “What did he leave?” All of it. So, you’re going to lose all 
of it anyhow.

To me, Helen Keller said, “Life is either a daring adventure, or it’s boring.” Just make 
a conscious, deliberate decision to make your life a daring adventure. If you had the 
consciousness to create it in the first place, you can do it again.

Eight out of ten millionaires have been financially bankrupt. Walt Disney. He filed for 
bankruptcy seven times, and had two nervous breakdowns, but he was able to produce 
it again. And so, to me, feel the fear, and do what you want to do anyway. Leave a legacy. 
Leave your mark. Because you were brought here. You were chosen out of 400 million 
sperm. And there’s a work for you to do, and that only you can do that work. 
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Mary:
That’s very impressive. One out of 400 million. Right?

Les:
Yes. God had a lot of choices.

Mary:
I’m glad he chose you, Les Brown.

Les:
Thank you. And I’m glad he chose you as well.

Mary:
So here’s another common thing we hear is people say, “Well, you know, I have a dream.” 
Somebody wants to write a book. Somebody wants to start a business. Somebody says, 
“I want the love of my life.” And they mean it, but then they lose their motivation along 
the way. The dream kind of goes on the back burner of their lives for a week, a month, 
ten years. What is it that causes that to happen, and how does somebody overcome it?

Les:
Well, what causes that to happen is the hits of life. You know, Forrest Gump said, “Life is 
like a box of chocolates. You never know what you’re going to get.”

When my mother died, I took a hit. When my best friend died waiting on a liver 
transplant, I took a hit. When I went through a divorce from somebody that I love very 
much, I took a hit. When I had a nationally syndicated talk show, the highest rated, 
fastest-canceled talk show in the history of television, I took a hit.

And, Mary, I parked for a time. I was embarrassed. I was humiliated. You know, how can I 
talk to people about becoming successful, and I couldn’t make my marriage work. How 
can I talk to people about becoming successful, and I had such a public colossal failure 
when the talk show that I had was canceled.

And what I realized is that, as my favorite book says, “Think it not strange that you will 
face the fiery furnaces of this world. You will-not you might. You will have tribulations.” 
You will have some failures, and disappointments, and some setbacks in life.

My very good friend, one of my mentees, said, “A setback is a setup for a comeback.” 
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You have comeback power. And the key is, when life knocks you down, I have a saying, 
“Try and land on your back, because if you can look up, you can get up.” And get up 
a brush yourself off and get back in it again. Because sometimes life can knock you 
senseless, but don’t waste any time feeling sorry for yourself. Don’t waste any time 
complaining to people, talking about what life has done to you. 80% don’t care. And 
20% are glad it’s you.

So, life is for living, for loving, and for being engaged, and finding what it is that you’re 
supposed to do, and be about your Father’s business. Do that with everything that’s in 
you.

Mary:
So, in the years that you’ve... in the stadiums you’ve been in, and the... What is one of the 
most... When you think about all the many stories you’ve told, or moments where you’ve 
brought transformation, Les, take us into one of those moments.

Do you remember a stadium you were in, a training you were doing, and something 
came through you? And you went, “That. I know that’s going to help people.”

Les:
When I spoke in the Georgia Dome. And people that are watching this, if they Google 
“Les Brown speaking in the Georgia Dome,” the speech is called “It’s not over until you 
win.” That was a transformative moment for me.

Because at that time, my office was in Detroit, Michigan. I was on the 21st floor. I was 
sleeping on the floor of my office, bathing in the sink down the hall, hiding in the closet 
when the janitorial staff came in at one o’clock in the morning. And during that, what 
I... I realized that what you’re going through does not define you. That we are “self-
definitional” in spite of our circumstances, in spite of what we’re facing, in spite of the 
things that we are dealing with, the things that are stressing us out, the things that are 
keeping us up. Greater is He that is in you than he that is in the world. We are more than 
conquerors. And sometimes we forget that because we focus more on the challenges 
that we are facing, as opposed to focusing on the opportunities, on the solutions. 
Wherever focus goes, energy flows.

And so what I realized when I was giving this speech, and talking to people about 
becoming successful, and there I was sleeping on the floor of the Penobscot Building. 
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I said, “I hope y’all don’t follow me home.” Alright? That, in that moment, what I was 
saying to them, I was also saying to myself. Because we give a message out of our mess, 
that you’re greater than your circumstances. You’re greater than anything that has ever 
happened to you.

Dr. Howard Thurman, who was a mentor to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Mahatma 
Gandhi, he said, “There’s something in each and every one of us that waits and listens to 
the voice of the genuine in yourself. It will be, perhaps, the only guide you will ever have 
or hear. And if you cannot hear it all of your life, your daily life will be spent on the ends 
of strings that somebody else pulls.”

And so, in that moment, when I was speaking in the Georgia Dome, I was aware of 
the fact that now I’m pulling my own strings, in spite of the fact that I haven’t gotten 
there yet, in spite of the fact that I’m bathing in the sink down the hall in the Penobscot 
Building in Detroit, in spite of the fact that I was behind on my bills and my dream, 
that no matter how bad things get, or how bad they are, I’m going to make it. And 
having that deep-down resolve, I believe that the universe begins to intervene on your 
behalf when you honor your commitment to yourself, to your dreams, to that sense of 
“I’m supposed to do this.” “I refuse to be denied.” “I’m not going to stop.” That, as Og 
Mandino said, “You must persist until you succeed.” And that that dimension, that part of 
ourselves that we know is there when we said to ourselves, “I can’t believe that I’m doing 
this.” We’ve all had those moments.

So, to me, the key to pushing through all the stuff is to get out of our head and to live 
from our heart. Because where your heart is, your treasure is also. There are some things 
that we can accomplish by being heart driven by being mind driven that empower us to 
accomplish a lot of things.

Mary:
That’s beautiful. I love your taking us into the office, and sleeping there, hiding in the 
closet, and hearing yourself speak about possibility, and then demonstrating that 
possibility. And I think that speaks to all of us. Me too.

Les, when you think back to the things that we learned from Jack Boland, what was one 
thing that he taught you that, deep down, you know that helped you create the life that 
you love living?
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Jack was fearless. I’ve never... I’m 72. From the time he had his transition service... 
Who does this? Here’s a guy who had his funeral before he died, and invited us there. 
Who does this? Come on. Invited us there so that he could hear the words from us in 
how he impacted our lives. That’s courageous. That’s bold. That’s daring. I admired that 
quality in him, that he faced his life as it was coming to a close, and he did it on his terms. 
And he didn’t die on March first, or March second, or March third. He died on March 
fourth. And he was saying to us, even in his transition, to “march forth.”

So, what I learned from him, that “Live life on your terms.” Don’t be a volunteer victim. 
Most people die at age 25, and don’t get buried until they’re 65. And so he lived life fully. 
That’s what I got from him.

Mary:
That’s what... No. That’s awesome.

So I guess, in closing here, if there might be someone listening who would love to move 
forward with a 90-day program, knowing that it’s got your endorsement as well, you 
know this program, you’ve seen it over many, many years. You’re struggling with the 
thought, “You know, I have an issue with procrastination. How do I know this program is 
right for me? I’ve done other things.” What would you say to this person, Les?

Les:
Well, let me say this. I can tell them that that program that you’re talking about, that you 
have created, flesh and blood didn’t reveal that to you, but my Heavenly Father, which 
art in Heaven. Okay. Because what it does is, you have created a community. If people 
are serious about their dream, it’s very important that they’re part of a community of 
collaborative, achievement-driven, supportive relationships that allows you to create the 
next greatest version of yourself. That’s what your program does. That’s why I’m going 
to encourage my children to go through it, and my granddaughters to go through your 
program.

The other thing is that, when you have a goal and dream, you’re going to have some 
challenges. Things are going to happen that you cannot anticipate. Life will catch you on 
the blind side. Forrest Gump was right. Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know 
what you’re going to get. And so, being in that community of collaborate, achievement-
driven, supportive relationships, you have people who are standing with you, who’s got 
your back and can help you get through those experiences.
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It reminds me of a quote that says, “In life, you will always be faced with a series of God-
ordained opportunities brilliantly disguised as problems and challenges.”

And the other thing that’s very important about the DreamBuilder® Program, it allows 
you to stay focused. See. There’s a lot of noise out here. I’m telling people, “Don’t worry 
about what’s going on in the White House. Worry about what’s going on in “your” house. 
Keep thine eye single, and thy whole body will be full of light of understanding.”

And so, your program, it helps people to get clarity, and to stay on course. Because there 
are a lot of things that will happen that will derail you if you allow them to. But when you 
have collaborative, achievement-driven, supportive relationships, you will stay on course. 
One goose can fly 75% further in formation with other geese than it could ever fly by 
itself.

I believe the program that you have created, that you’ve been doing, and the reason that 
so many people have been so successful, and the reason that I believe it’s stronger than 
anything that I’ve done personally, and that I believe in, and things that I’ve borrowed 
from your program, that if people are serious about their goals and dreams, and they’re 
ready to go to that next level, they’re ready to explore and get the tools and the support 
they need to create the next greatest version of themselves, the DreamBuilder® Program 
that you’ve created is phenomenal. And it will certainly help them to get to that next 
level.

Mary:
Oh. Thank you, Les Brown.

Les:
That’s my story and I’m sticking to it.

Mary:
Thank you so much for being with us, for sharing your story, the encouragement, the 
many, many gems that you gave us today. Les Brown, you are awesome. So again, feel 
my heart to yours. Thank you very, very much.

Les:
Thank you for who you are and how you’ve been showing up in life. And I’m so glad that 
God created you, because the reason that He did is because He can’t be everywhere. 
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So thank you for allowing yourself to be a full expression of love and light on the planet, 
and for being my friend.

I love you, and there’s nothing you can do about it.

Mary:
Thank you, my friend.
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